This year marks the 80th anniversary of the death of the father of modern neuroscience, Santiago Ramón y Cajal. His studies into the microorganization of the nervous system, his masterful interpretation of his histological preparations -including his vivid discussions in support of the Neuron Doctrine -and his ideas on degeneration, regeneration, and plasticity, have provided us with the intellectual skeleton for our present day research into the structure and function of the healthy and diseased brain [1] . Since the anniversary of his death coincides with the 'birth' of one of the biggest scientific projects in the history of neuroscience -the Human Brain Project (https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/), it is an appropriate time to reflect on some of the radical changes that have occurred in neuroscience over the intervening years, specifically, the way we work and write.
There are numerous papers dealing with the impressive technological changes that have occurred in the past 80 years. These decades have seen the appearance of numerous new techniques that no one even dared to dream about in Cajal's day. However, there are two other radical changes that have occurred in neuroscience in the time since Cajal's death that merit attention. First, is the individual approach of the early neuroscientists versus the collective approach practiced today. The second is the artistic and romantic 'flavor' of the writings in those early days, which has now practically disappeared.
Intuitively, it seems obvious that our present knowledge of the organization of the brain is based on the dissemination and widespread application of the powerful new methods for interrogating brain structure and function developed within the past few decades. However, this matter is not as straightforward as it appears, since human vanity and individualism can impede full exploitation of new techniques. This problem was beautifully summarized by Cajal [2] , when referring to the discovery and use of the staining method of Camillo Golgi, the 'black reaction', which for a long time after its discovery in 1873, passed virtually unnoticed:
I have already expressed above the surprise I felt when I saw with my own eyes the wonderful revelatory power of the chrome-silver reaction (Golgi method) and the indifference of the scientific community regarding this discovery. How could this disinterest be explained? Today, as I better understand the psychology of scholars, I find it very natural. In France, as in Germany, and more in the latter than in the former, a severe school discipline reigns. Out of respect for their master, it is common that disciples do not use research methods that have not been passed on by him. As for the great investigators, they would consider themselves dishonored if they worked with the methods of others.
It is our view that the insight provided by Cajal in the statement above remains relevant today. Neuroscience has advanced spectacularly in recent decades: we are now able to study the brain from many angles -that is, from genetic, molecular, morphological, and physiological perspectives. However, we have only just begun to unravel some of the mysteries that this remarkable organ holds, as the gaps between conventional disciplines are huge and have barely been explored. This is where big international projects come into play. Namely, in order to unravel the complex neuronal forest that constitutes the human brain, it is necessary to pool the efforts of multiple laboratories with different areas of expertise -coordinated through big worldwide projects like the Human Brain Project based in the European Union and the Brain Activity Map based in the United States. Thanks to these and other initiatives that promote interdisciplinary collaboration, the pace of the development of new technologies and new strategies to study the brain can be increased. One of the most obvious benefits for society will be the application of these technologies and the knowledge generated to better fight the multiple brain diseases that affect millions of people.
Turning to the matter of artistic influence, the difference between scientific communication in Cajal's time and our own is particularly evident in neuroanatomy. In this field, Cajal represents a good example of the bridge between science and artistic inspiration that existed in an earlier age (Figure 1) . During the time of Cajal, drawing was the most common method of describing microscopic images, because investigators lacked the highly developed 
